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Kriega was born in 2000 when two British product designers 
and motorcycle enthusiasts became frustrated by the lack of 
functional, well-designed luggage specifically for motorcycle 
riders and decided to do something about it. 

They started with one backpack, which was an instant hit with 
motorcycle journalists and built the brand from there. Fast- 
forward nearly a quarter of a century and Kriega has earned 
global recognition for its unwavering commitment to premium 
quality, performance and design innovation. 

Kriega’s home base is situated in North Wales, where some of 
the United Kingdom’s most breathtaking riding roads and 
off-road trails reside. The area is renowned for its ‘unpredictable’ 
weather, which makes an ideal testing ground for product 
development. Moreover, Kriega’s network of ambassadors 
spread across the globe contributes invaluable feedback, 
refining materials and construction techniques to suit various 
climates, humidity levels and riding conditions.

Thanks to this worldwide perspective, each piece of Kriega 
luggage is meticulously crafted to elevate every riding 
experience, whether that’s navigating the daily commute in 
Central London, a weekend ride-out on the canyon roads of 
California or exploring the remote outback of Australia.

#RIDEKRIEGA
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CORDURA®
We use CORDURA® Advanced fabrics 
throughout the Kriega range. 
Recognised for their long-lasting 
durability and resistance to 
abrasions, tears and scuffs.

YKK® ZIPS
Arguably the best zips in the world, 
renowned for their performance and 
durability. YKK® are the only high quality 
coil zips we use on our products.

AIRCRAFT-GRADE
All Kriega metal, engineered parts are 
made from 6061-T6 aircraft-grade, 
hardened aluminum alloy providing 
dependable strength where it’s needed.

THE ART OF CREATING EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTS
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HYPALON 
Hypalon is a super-strong, abrasion-resistant,
synthetic rubber mainly utilised in products 
designed for extreme use such as white 
water rafts.

WHITE LINERS 
Waterproof compartments have a light-
weight taped-seam liner, easily removable 
for cleaning and white in colour to help 
locate kit inside the pack.

DRYPACK 
The roll-top Drypack (dp) closure is a 
tried and tested waterproof solution 
for soft luggage, giving the rider 
confidence to carry in all weathers.
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Kriega’s goal from day one was to build a 
reputation for the best quality products on 
the market, offering the highest standards 
of functionality and craftsmanship.

Kriega packs are constructed from some of 
the most technical fabrics available today. 
Add to that a strict attention to detail in the 
design and production process and you can 
be sure that Kriega products will exceed 
expectations.

The whole Kriega range is built to perform 
without exception. As a commitment to quality 
all packs are guaranteed for 10 years against 
defects in materials and manufacture.
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THE ROAM COLLECTION 

Hands across the Atlantic, from Wales to California we are delighted to 
be working in collaboration with ROLAND SANDS DESIGN on a 
collection of rider bags and accessory products that perfectly blend 
classic and modern materials, technical construction and function. 
The ROAM Collection features materials unique to each brand, and 
together allow for truly amazing product. Including RSD’s proprietary 
heavy duty waxed cotton and Kriega’s QUADLOC-Lite™ harness 
system. The ROAM collection was created to offer bag and accessory 
solutions to riders who appreciate design aesthetic and branding that 
is subdued, clean and timeless. 
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BACKPACKS
AND

HYDRATION PACKS
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FULLY ADJUSTABLE 
TO SUIT BACK LENGTH

OPTIONAL WAIST STRAP
FOR EXTRA PACK 
STABILITY 

SIMPLE  CLICK-IN / 
CLICK-OUT OPERATION

REFLECTIVE PANELS
FOR RIDER SAFETY

ADJUSTABLE 
COMPRESSION
FOR RIDER COMFORT
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QUADLOC-Lite 
HARNESS

QUADLOC 
HARNESS

Year 2000, Kriega launch the first ever motorcycle-specific 
backpack with the pioneering QUADLOC™ Harness to critical 
acclaim. Today the QUADLOC™ Harness is still a major feature 
on all Kriega backpacks and remains unrivalled in the industry.

The innovative design redistributes weight from the shoulders 
to the chest and torso, giving all-day riding comfort, even with 
heavy loads. The shape is ergonomically tailored exclusively for 
motorcycle use to allow comfortable, unhindered arm mobility 
while riding. 

The QUADLOC™ Harness provides extra padding for larger 
capacity packs, while the QUADLOC-Lite™ Harness is more 
agile for the smaller packs in the Kriega range.

THE ORIGINAL
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THE ULTIMATE TOURING PACK, FOR CARRYING 
HEAVY KIT IN LONG DISTANCE COMFORT

HARNESS 

• QUADLOC™ harness transfers weight 
from the shoulders to the chest and 
body, reducing fatigue to the neck

• The ‘zip-in’ harness opens fully making 
it easy to put on with bulky riding gear

• Signature alloy adjusters set the waist 
tension in seconds and eradicate 
loose strap ends, giving an uncluttered 
harness design 

STORAGE

• A large zipped main compartment with 
inner sleeve pocket 

• Two concealed pockets built into the 
front harness provide quick access to 
money, cards & passport

• Two zipped quick-access side pockets

• Mesh pockets and a shock-cord on the 
rear give versatile storage options for 
smaller items

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on front and rear

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

• Hydration Reservoir (p61)

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D nylon rip-stop main body 

• 1000D CORDURA® on base 

• Air-mesh back panel for rider comfort

• YKK® water resistant zips

• Semi-rigid carry handle

• Six compression straps keep the load 
stable

VOLUME
35L capacity

DIMENSIONS
570 H x 300 W x 200 D mm
22.4 H x 11.8 W x 7.9 D inch

WEIGHT
1600g / 3.53lbs.

QUADLOC 
HARNESS

R35 - KRU35

R35
BACKPACK
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A COLLABORATION WITH 
ROLAND SANDS DESIGN 
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HARNESS 

• QUADLOC-Lite™ harness transfers   
weight from the shoulders to the    
chest and body, reducing fatigue to  
the neck.

• Optional waist-strap with zip away 
storage pockets 

• Sissy bar attachment strap  

STORAGE

• Waterproof 15 inch laptop pocket

• Expandable main body (22L to 30L) 
carry a full-face helmet or load-up with 
the weekly groceries

• Goggle/eye wear top flap pocket 
(fleece-lined)

• 4L front compartment with  
organizer pockets

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on harness

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Trail Pockets (p54)

• Hydration Reservoir (p61)

CONSTRUCTION

• 1000D CORDURA® + Roland Sands 
Design waxed cotton

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon on flap

• ‘Soft-feel’ back panel for rider comfort

• YKK® heavy-duty zips throughout

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

A PERFECT BLEND OF CLASSIC / MODERN 
MATERIALS, TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION 
& FUNCTIONALITY

VOLUME 
26L to 34L total capacity 

DIMENSIONS  
34L approximate dimensions
460H x 280W x 260D mm  
18.1H x 11W x 10.2D inch

WEIGHT  1850g / 4 lbs.

DRYPACK
LAPTOP POCKET

EXPANDABLE
MAIN BODY

QUADLOC-Lite
HARNESSBLACK - RSDRKRU34-BB

RANGER - RSDRKRU34-BR

ROAM34
BACKPACK
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VOLUME
30L capacity

DIMENSIONS
490 H x 300 W x 210 D mm
19.3 H x 11.8 W x 8.3 D inch

WEIGHT
1600g / 3.53 lbs.   

WATERPROOF PROTECTION FOR 
SERIOUS MOTORCYCLE TOURING

HARNESS

• QUADLOC™ harness transfers weight 
from the shoulders to the chest and 
body, reducing fatigue to the neck

• Signature alloy adjusters set the waist 
tension in seconds and eradicate loose 
strap ends, giving a clean, uncluttered 
harness design

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

STORAGE

• Roll-top closure, waterproof main 
compartment 

• Two additional front pockets with heavy 
duty YKK® zips give quick access to 
smaller items

• Six compression straps keep the load 
stable

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on front and rear

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Hydration Reservoir (p61)

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D nylon rip-stop main body  

• 1000D CORDURA® base and front 
pockets 

• Air-mesh back panel for rider 
comfort

• YKK® heavy-duty zips

• Semi ridged carry handle

QUADLOC 
HARNESSR30 - KRU30

R30
BACKPACK

UPDATED DESIGN
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HARNESS 

• QUADLOC-Lite™ harness transfers   
weight from the shoulders to the    
chest and body, reducing fatigue  
to the neck

• Optional waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

STORAGE

• Zip-out expandable main body  
(22L to 28L) carry a full-face helmet or  
load-up with the weekly groceries 

• Waterproof roll-top 15" laptop pocket

• 4 organizer zip pockets, plus 
quick-access document sleeve.

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on harness

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Trail Pockets (p54)

• Hydration Reservoir (p61)

CONSTRUCTION

• Durable 420D CORDURA® Lite Plus

• 1000D CORDURA® on base

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon on flap

• ‘Soft-feel’ back panel for rider comfort

• YKK® heavy-duty zips throughout

VOLUME
22L - 28L total capacity

28L approximate dimensions
460H x 280W x 260D mm  
18.1H x 11W x 10.2D inch
 
WEIGHT
1850g / 4lbs.

DRYPACK
LAPTOP POCKET

QUADLOC-Lite
HARNESS

EXPANDABLE
MAIN BODY

EXPANDABLE & FEATURE RICH TO MEET 
THE DEMANDS OF THE MODERN-DAY 
URBAN RIDER

MAX28 - KRU28

MAX28
BACKPACK
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STORAGE

• Large heavy-duty zip-access main  
compartment with organiser sleeve

• Concealed side/front pocket

• Inner-flap document pocket

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on front and rear

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Hydration Reservoir (p61)

HARNESS

• QUADLOC™ harness transfers weight 
from the shoulders to the chest and 
body, reducing fatigue to the neck 

• Signature alloy adjusters set the waist 
tension in seconds and eradicate loose 
strap ends, giving a clean, uncluttered 
harness design

VOLUME
25L capacity

DIMENSIONS
520H x 300W x 160D mm
20.5H x 11.8W x 6.3D inch

WEIGHT
1400g / 3lbs.

THE ‘GO TO’ PACK FOR THE DAILY COMMUTER 
& WEEKEND EXPLORER

QUADLOC 
HARNESS

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D nylon rip-stop main body 

• 1000D CORDURA® base / harness 

• Air-mesh back panel for rider comfort

• YKK® oversize zips

• Semi-rigid carry handle

• Four compression straps keep the 
load stable

R25 - KRU25

R25
BACKPACK
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HARNESS 

• QUADLOC-Lite™ harness transfers   
weight from the shoulders to the    
chest and body, reducing fatigue to  
the neck

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

STORAGE

• Waterproof roll-top main body 18L 
Drypack with capacity for 17" laptop 

• 4L quick access front pocket

• Four pack compression straps 

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on harness, 
   reflective logo on rear

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Trail Pockets (p54)

• Hydration Reservoir (p61)

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D CORDURA® Lite main body

• Abrasion resistant hypalon details

• 420D nylon rip-stop side panels

• Air-mesh back panel for rider comfort

• YKK® zip on front pocket

• Removable internal white liner 
(taped-seam)

VOLUME
22L capacity 

DIMENSIONS
430H x 235W x 220D mm
16.9H x 9.2W x 8.6D inch 

WEIGHT
1445g / 3.18lbs.

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

QUADLOC-Lite
HARNESS

THE VERSATILE MID-SIZE PACK OFFERING  
18 LITRES OF WATERPROOF STORAGE

R22 - KRU22

R22
BACKPACK
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HARNESS 

• QUADLOC-Lite™ harness transfers   
weight from the shoulders to the    
chest and body, reducing fatigue  
to the neck

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

STORAGE

• Water-resistant main compartment 

• Side access front pocket

• Internal sleeve pocket with  
compression strap

• Inner flap document pocket

• Four compression straps

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Trail Pockets (p54)

• Hydration Reservoir (p61)

• For additional waterproof storage    
  hook-on a US-Drypack (p68)

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D Nylon Rip-stop 

• 1000D CORDURA® base 

• YKK® water resistant zips

• Air-mesh back panel for rider comfort

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on harness, 

• Reflective logo on rear

QUADLOC-Lite
HARNESS

THE LONG-TERM KING OF MOTORCYCLE 
BACKPACKS

R20 - KRU20

R20
BACKPACK

VOLUME
20L capacity 

DIMENSIONS
470H x 280W x 150D mm
18.5H x 11.0W x 5.9D inches

WEIGHT
1150g / 2.53 lbs.
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POL TORRÉS

NEW COLOUR    
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HARNESS 

• QUADLOC-Lite™ harness transfers   
weight from the shoulders to the    
chest and body, reducing fatigue to the 
neck

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

STORAGE

• Waterproof 11L main body 

• 7L zip access rear compartment

• Waterproof internal pocket

• Internal zip pocket with key clip

• External Hypalon net with elastic cord 
for extra storage

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on harness

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Trail Pockets (p54)

• Hydration Reservoir (p61)

CONSTRUCTION

• Durable 420D CORDURA® Lite 
(500D coyote / multicam black)

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon details

• Air-mesh back panel for rider comfort

• YKK® heavy-duty zip

• Semi-rigid carry handle

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

VOLUME
18L capacity 

DIMENSIONS
445H x 250W x 170D mm
17.5H x 9.8W x 6.7D inch

WEIGHT
1630g / 3.6 lbs.

QUADLOC-Lite
HARNESS

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

DRYPACK
INTERNAL POCKET

THE SUPER-TOUGH, ALL-WEATHER 
ADVENTURE TOURING PACK TRAIL18

BACKPACK

BLACK - KRUT18-B         

MULTICAM BLACK - KRUT18-MCB     

LIME - KRUT18-L           

ORANGE - KRUT18-O           

COYOTE - KRUT18-C
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HARNESS 

• QUADLOC-Lite™ harness transfers   
weight from the shoulders to the    
chest and body, reducing fatigue to  
the neck

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

STORAGE

• Waterproof 16-litre roll-top Drypack 
main body

• Small internal Drypack zip pocket

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on harness

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Trail Pockets (p55)

• Hydration Reservoir (p61)

• For additional waterproof storage    
  hook-on a US-Drypack (p68)

CONSTRUCTION

• Durable 420D CORDURA® Lite 

• 420D Nylon Ripstop side panels

• Air mesh back panel for rider comfort

• Durable Hypalon details 

• Removable internal white liner (taped-
seam)

• Semi-rigid carry handle

VOLUME
16L capacity 

DIMENSIONS
470H x 280W x 150D mm
18.5H x 11.0W x 5.9D inch

WEIGHT
1346g / 2.9lbs.

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

QUADLOC-Lite
HARNESS

100% WATERPROOF ROLL-TOP DAYPACK, 
STREAMLINED & UNCLUTTERED DESIGN R16

BACKPACK

R16 - KRU16
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THE COMPACT, HYDRATION-COMPATIBLE SOLUTION 
WHEN OFF THE BEATEN TRACK

HARNESS 

• QUADLOC-Lite™ harness transfers   
weight from the shoulders to the    
chest and body, reducing fatigue to  
the neck

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Trail Pockets (p54)

• Hydration Reservoir (p61)

• For additional waterproof storage    
  hook-on a US-Drypack (p68)

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D Nylon Rip-stop

• 1000D CORDURA®  base / harness

• Air mesh back panel for rider comfort

• YKK® water resistant zips

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on harness 

• Reflective print on rear

QUADLOC-Lite
HARNESS

STORAGE

• Water-resistant main compartment 

• Side access front pocket

• Internal sleeve pocket with  
compression strap

• Inner flap document pocket

• Four compression straps

VOLUME
15L capacity

DIMENSIONS
430H x 250W x 150D mm
16.9H) x 9.8W x 5.9D inch

WEIGHT
1050g / 2.3 lbs.

R15
BACKPACK

R15 - KRU15
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NEW COLOUR    
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HARNESS 

• QUADLOC-Lite™ harness transfers   
weight from the shoulders to the    
chest and body, reducing fatigue to  
the neck

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on harness

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Trail Pockets (p54)

• Hydration Reservoir (p61)

VOLUME
9L capacity

DIMENSIONS
400H x 210W x 130D mm
15.7H x 8.26W x 5.1D inch

WEIGHT
1030g / 2.2lbs.

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

QUADLOC-Lite
HARNESS

STORAGE

• Waterproof 4L main body 

• 5L zip access rear compartment

• External Hypalon net with elastic cord 
adds useful extra storage

CONSTRUCTION

• Durable 420D CORDURA® Lite 
(500D coyote / multicam black)

• Air-mesh back panel for rider comfort

• YKK® water resistant zip

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

• Formed-web carry handle

THE COMPACT SUPER-TOUGH 
DUAL-SPORT / ADVENTURE PACK TRAIL9

BACKPACK

BLACK - KRUT9-B         

MULTICAM BLACK - KRUT9-MCB     

COYOTE - KRUT9-C

LIME - KRUT9-L           

ORANGE - KRUT9-O           
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HARD-WEARING ACTIVE PACK WITH A 
MILITARY-GRADE HYDRAPAK RESERVOIR

HARNESS 

• QUADLOC-Lite™ harness transfers   
weight from the shoulders to the    
chest and body, reducing fatigue to  
the neck

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on harness

• Reflective print on rear

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Trail Pockets (p54)

• For additional waterproof storage    
   hook-on a US-Drypack (p68)

STORAGE

• 3L zip access reservoir compartment 

• HydraPak 3L heavy duty reservoir 
(for full spec see p61)

• Front zip access pocket ideal for small 
tools, energy bars, spare gloves

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D CORDURA® Lite Plus (black) 
500D CORDURA® (multicam black)

• Air-mesh back panel for rider comfort

• YKK® water resistant zip

• Webbing carry handle

• Hook-on loops for add-on packs

QUADLOC-Lite
HARNESS

VOLUME
3L capacity 

DIMENSIONS
400H x 170W x 70D mm
15.7H x 6.7W x 2.7D inch

WEIGHT
800g / 1.7lbs.

HYDRO-3
HYDRATION PACK

MULTICAM BLACK - HYRUC3-MCB

BLACK - HYRUC3

NEW COLOUR    
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HANDS-FREE KIT INCLUDED 
Designed for racing conditions when 
it’s safer to keep both hands on the 
handlebars and concentrate on riding. 
This kit positions the soft bite valve of 
the hydration tube permanently near 
the riders mouth, giving fast & safe 
‘Hands-free’ hydration.
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PURPOSE BUILT FOR THE TOUGH 
CONDITIONS OF OFF-ROAD COMPETITION 

HARNESS 

• QUADLOC-Lite™ harness transfers   
weight from the shoulders to the    
chest and body, reducing fatigue to  
the neck

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

SAFETY 

• Reflective panels on harness

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• Trail Pockets (p54)

STORAGE

• 2L main body 

• HydraPak 2L Shape Shift reservoir

CONSTRUCTION

• Durable 420D CORDURA® Lite Plus

• Air-mesh back panel for rider comfort

• YKK® water resistant zip

QUADLOC-Lite
HARNESS

HYDRO-2
HYDRATION PACK

BLACK - HYRUC2-B       

SILVER - HYRUC2-S       

LIME - HYRUC2-L            

ORANGE - HYRUC2-O    

VOLUME
2L capacity 

DIMENSIONS
310H x 175W x 60D mm
12.2H x 6.8W x 6.3D inch

WEIGHT
620g / 1.37 lbs. ex reservoir     
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MESSENGER BAGS
AND

WAIST PACKS
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COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

STORAGE

• 16L waterproof roll-top main compart-
ment with capacity for a 17" laptop

• A side pocket with YKK® water-resistant 
zip, perfect for quick access items

• Inside flap mesh pocket designed for 
maps, documents and cables

CONSTRUCTION

• Durable 1000D CORDURA®

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon front flap

• 420 Nylon rip-stop

• YKK® coil zips throughout

• Black anodised T6 alloy strap adjuster

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

VOLUME
16L capacity 

DIMENSIONS
320H x 400W x 125D mm
12.6H x 15.7W x 4.9D inch

WEIGHT
1350g / 2.9lbs.

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

SHOULDER STRAP 

• Padded and reversible for left or right 
shoulder carry

• Easy on/off over a helmet and fast 
strap tensioning with the innovative 
alloy strap adjuster, allowing access to 
the bag contents whilst wearing

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

WATERPROOF PROTECTION FOR YOUR 
IMPORTANT EQUIPMENTURBAN

MESSENGER BAG

URBAN - KSU16
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COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

STORAGE

• 2 main zip access pockets can easily 
accommodate a 17" laptop plus cables/
chargers and a change of clothes

• One main pocket can be accessed 
even when the main flap is closed

• One front pocket with an internal mesh 
pocket for small loose items

• The second front pocket has an internal 
organizer sleeve and key clip

CONSTRUCTION

• Durable 1000D CORDURA®

• 420D Nylon rip-stop

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon front flap

• YKK® coil zips throughout

• Black anodised T6 alloy strap adjuster

• Semi ridged carry handle

VOLUME
18L capacity 

DIMENSIONS
320H x 400W x 140D mm
12.6H x 15.7W x 4.9D inch

WEIGHT
1350g / 2.9lbs.

SHOULDER STRAP 

• Padded and reversible for left or right 
shoulder carry

• Easy on/off over a helmet and fast 
strap tensioning with the innovative 
alloy strap adjuster, allowing access to 
the bag contents whilst wearing

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

ULTRA-DURABLE ‘EVERY DAY CARRY’
COMMUTER PACK URBAN EDC

MESSENGER BAG

URBAN EDC - KSUEDC
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SHOULDER STRAP 

• Padded and reversible for left or right 
shoulder carry

• Easy on/off over a helmet and fast 
strap tensioning with the innovative 
alloy strap adjuster, allowing access to 
the bag contents whilst wearing

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

• For additional waterproof storage    
  hook-on a US-5 Drypack (p68)

STORAGE

• 8L waterproof roll-top main body

• Zip-access side pocket

• Inside flap mesh pocket

CONSTRUCTION

• Durable 1000D CORDURA®

• 420D Nylon Rip-stop

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon front flap

• YKK® coil zips throughout

• Black anodised T6 alloy strap adjuster

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

VOLUME
8L capacity 

DIMENSIONS
320H x 200W x 125D mm
12.6H x 7.8W x 4.9D inch

WEIGHT
850g / 1.8 lbs.     

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

A WATERPROOF, LIGHTWEIGHT & CONVENIENT WAY 
TO CARRY KEEP DRY ESSENTIALS SLING

MESSENGER BAG

SLING - KSS8
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SHOULDER STRAP 

• Padded and reversible for left or right 
shoulder carry

• Easy on/off over a helmet and fast 
strap tensioning with the innovative 
alloy strap adjuster, allowing access to 
the bag contents whilst wearing.

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

STORAGE

• 2 main zip access pockets can 
easily accommodate a 10" tablet plus 
cables/chargers

• One of the main pockets can be  
accessed with the flap closed

• A smaller zip-access front compart-
ment is a separate organizer section 
with internal coated-mesh pocket, 
pen loops and key clip

CONSTRUCTION

• 1000D CORDURA®

• 420D Nylon Rip-stop

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon front flap

• Heavy-duty YKK® coil zips

• Black anodised T6 alloy strap adjuster

• Semi-ridged carry handle

VOLUME
9L capacity 

DIMENSIONS
320H x 200W x 140D mm
12.6H x 7.8W x 5.5D inch

WEIGHT
850g / 1.8lbs. 

SLING EDC - KSSEDC

5 ORGANIZER POCKETS TO CARRY 
YOUR EVERYDAY ESSENTIALS ON  
OR OFF THE BIKE 

SLING EDC 
MESSENGER BAG
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SLING PRO
MESSENGER BAG

SHOULDER STRAP 

• Padded and reversible for left or right 
shoulder carry

• Easy on/off over a helmet and fast 
strap tensioning with the innovative 
alloy strap adjuster, allowing access to 
the bag contents whilst wearing.

• Removable waist strap for extra pack 
stability when riding 

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

STORAGE

• 7L waterproof roll-top compartment with  
capacity for a 14" laptop

• 7L zip-access front compartment with  
separate organizer section with internal 
coated-mesh pocket, pen loops and 
key clip

CONSTRUCTION

• Durable 1000D CORDURA® Lite Plus

• 420D nylon rip-stop

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon front flap

• YKK® coil zips throughout

• Black anodised T6 alloy strap adjuster

• Semi ridged carry handle

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

DRYPACK
COMPARTMENT

SLING PRO - KSSPRO

VOLUME
14L capacity 

DIMENSIONS
350H x 250W x 170D mm
13.7H x 9.8W x 6.7D inch

WEIGHT
850g / 1.8 lbs.     

50/50 LAYOUT - HALF WATERPROOF / 
HALF ORGANIZATION
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STORAGE

• A waterproof roll-top main  
compartment

• A zipped mesh pocket in the flap is 
ideal storage for documents

• A front zipped pocket provides quick 
access storage ideal for smaller items

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

WAIST STRAP 

• Signature alloy adjusters set the waist 
tension in seconds and eradicate 
loose strap ends

• The innovative design allows access to 
the bag contents whilst wearing

VOLUME
3L capacity

DIMENSIONS
150H x 250W x 80D mm
5.9H x 9.8W x 3.1D inch

WEIGHT
550g / 1.2 lbs.

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D nylon rip-stop main body 

• 1000D CORDURA® reinforcement

• Hypalon abrasion resistant flap

• YKK® water resistant zips

• Removable white liner (taped seam) 

DRYPACK
COMPARTMENT

WATERPROOF CARRY FOR EASY-ACCESS ESSENTIALS 
IDEAL WHEN RIDING IN LEATHERS R3 

WAIST PACK

R3 WAIST PACK - KRW3 
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R8 
WAIST PACK

STORAGE

• A waterproof roll-top side pod with 
front zip pocket and mesh pocket in 
flap

• A large zip access main compartment 
with CORDURA® TOOL-ROLL included

• A zipped mesh pocket in the flap is 
ideal storage for documents

• A front pocket provides quick access 
storage ideal for smaller items

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• Harness Pockets (p55)

WAIST STRAP 

• Signature alloy adjusters set the waist 
tension in seconds and eradicate 
loose strap ends

• The innovative design allows access to 
the bag contents whilst wearing

VOLUME
8L capacity

DIMENSIONS
Main Compartment
165H x 270W x 100D mm
6.5H x 10.6W x 3.9D inch

Side Pod
165H x 180W x 100D mm
6.5H x 7.1W x 3.9D inch

WEIGHT
1100g / 2.4 lbs.

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D nylon rip-stop main body 

• 1000D CORDURA® reinforcement

• Hypalon abrasion resistant flaps

• YKK® water resistant zips

• Removable white liner (taped seam) 

THE ULTRA-TOUGH OFF-ROAD PACK WITH WATERPROOF 
SIDE POD & REMOVABLE TOOL ROLL

R8 WAIST PACK - KRW8 

DRYPACK
SIDE POD
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PACK
ACCESSORIES
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TRAIL POCKETS
Add 2L of easy-access extra storage to 
any Kriega QUADLOC-Lite harness 

• 1000D CORDURA® + 420D nylon  
  construction

• 4 x YKK® zipped pockets

• 2 x internal elastic pockets

• 2 x key clips on elastic cord

• 1 x reflective Kriega logo

*COMPATIBLE BACKPACKS:- 
HYDRO-2, HYDRO-3, T9, T18, R15, R16, R20, 
R22, MAX28, ROAM34  

240H x (150 - 70W) x 25D mm
9.4H x (5.9 - 2.7W) x 0.9D inch        
 

KKTPO

LEFT - KKHPXL-L

RIGHT - KKHPXL-R

HARNESS POCKET
XL
Quick access storage, ideal for larger 
smart phones. Simply fix to any 
backpack harness, waist pack or  
messenger bag strap with the hook  
& loop closure

AVAILABLE IN 2 OPTIONS

RIGHT - wear on the left with RIGHT 
handed access

LEFT - wear on the right with LEFT 
handed access

Fits all Kriega rider packs (excluding R35)

180H x 95W x 35D mm
7H x 3.7W x 1.3D inch
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PACK ACCESSORIES
HARNESS

HARNESS POCKET
Quick access to essentials on the go... Ideal for 
a mobile phone, small camera, sunglasses, keys. 
Simply fix a Harness Pocket to any backpack 
harness, waist pack or messenger bag strap with 
the hook & loop closure

Fits all Kriega rider packs (excluding R35)

170H x 85W x 40D mm
6.7H x 3.3W x 1.6D inch

KKUP

ROAM HARNESS POCKET 
Extremely handy, easy access storage. Simply fix to any 
backpack harness, waist pack or messenger bag strap 
with the hook & loop closure. Ideal for carrying sun 
glasses, a wallet or larger smart phones. Wear on the 
right harness strap with left-handed access 

• 1000D Cordura® and Hypalon construction
• Double hook and loop attachment
• YKK water-resistant zip
• Reflective black dots

180H x 95W x 35D mm
7H x 3.7W x 1.3D inch
 

RSDRKHPXL-L
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KUBE LAPTOP 
for laptops up to 17 inch

385H x 270W x 40D mm
15.2H x 10.6W x 1.6D inch

KKLPT 

KUBE MINI TABLET
for 7 inch tablets 

230H x 150W x 20D mm
9.1H x 5.9W x 0.8D inch

KKMT

KUBE NOTEBOOK 
for small laptops & tablets up to 13 inch

330H x 230W x 25D mm
13H x 9W x 0.9D inch

KKNBK 

KUBE TABLET
for 10 inch tablets

270H x 200W x 20D mm
10.6H x 7.9W x 0.8D inch

KKTAB
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PACK ACCESSORIES
CORDURA® CASES

KUBE ORGANIZER 

1L (61cu in) capacity
130H x 190W x 50D mm
5.1H x 7.5W x 2D inch

KUBE ORGANIZERS
Padded cases with internal coated mesh pocket. Ideal for organizing tools, 
cables, camera equipment, toiletries, safety equipment and much more.

KUBE ORGANIZER XL 

2L (122cu in) capacity
150H x 200W x 70D mm
5.9H x 7.8W x 2.7D inch

STASH WALLET
CORDURA® Travel organizer / wallet perfect 
for all frequent use items, like keys, cards, 
cash, tickets, pens, ear plugs etc.

Integrated belt loop
4 x YKK® zipped pockets
3 x card slots
2 x open pockets
1 x zipped pocket (fits passport)
1 x concealed pocket with key-clip

100H x 170W x 30D mm
3.9H x 6.7W x 1.2D inch

STASH - KSTSH

XL - KKUXL

XL - KKU1
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ROAM TOOL ROLL
The Roland Sands Design X Kriega Roam Tool Roll is an 
indispensable piece of kit on any road trip. Store in your 
luggage or mount to the bike with the Velcro® Molle system,
it’s a haven for your tools and spares.  

Available in 2 colors Black or Ranger

• 1000D CORDURA® and RSD waxed cotton construction

• 4 x 1L pockets with oversized YKK zips

• 10 x elastic loops

• 6061-T6 alloy socket rail with 8 x 3/8" clips

• Optional 1/4" and 1/2" socket rails

• Hypalon MOLLE panel with 4 x VELCRO ONE-WRAP® straps

• Heavy-duty carry handle with grip fabric

Volume 4L capacity

Weight - 600g/21oz

TOOLS NOT INCLUDED

ROAM SOCKET RAILS
Add additional socket rails to the ROAM TOOL ROLL or swap out 
the socket size on the OS-TOOL ROLL
Simply mount on the Tool Roll with screws included
6061-T6 alloy rail with 8 socket clips

Three socket size options:-

1/2"  - RSDKASOCK-C     

3/8" - RSDKASOCK-B     

1/4"  - RSDKASOCK-A    

X

RANGER - RSDRKTR-BR

BLACK - RSDRKTR-BB
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TOOLS NOT INCLUDED

PACK ACCESSORIES
TOOL ROLLS

TOOL ROLL
Tough 1000D CORDURA® construction with over 30 loops & coated 
mesh pocket, ideal for on /off-road or workshop

DIMENSIONS
Closed
135 x 225mm 
5.3” x 8.8” 

Open
550 x 225mm
21.6” x 8.8” 

WEIGHT
250g /8.8oz

OS-TOOL ROLL
The ‘Big Brother’ to the standard Kriega Tool-Roll, with enough width to 
accommodate Motion-Pro type tyre leavers and an alternative to elastic loops 
storage with heavy-duty zipped pockets and socket rail design

• 1000D CORDUA® construction

• 2 x 1L pockets with YKK zips

• 6061-T6 alloy socket rail with 8 x 3/8" clips

• YKK® zipped Hypalon mesh pocket

• Inner sleeve pocket for smaller items

• Hook closure with adjustable cam

• Optional 1/4" and 1/2" socket rails
  (sold separately)

DIMENSIONS
Unfolded
460 x 270mm 
18 x 10.6 inch

WEIGHT
405g /14.2oz

TOOLS NOT INCLUDED

TOOL ROLL - KTORO

OS-TOOL ROLL - KOSTORO
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POL TORRÉS
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2L SHAPE-SHIFT™ RESERVOIR
Shape-Shift™ baffle locks for a slim profile and increased stabilization; 
unlocks for full volume. 2L / 70 fl oz unlocked - 1.5 litre / 50 fl oz locked.

Slide-Seal™ top opens wide for easy filling and closes tight for a 
leakproof seal.

High-flow Blaster™ bite valve self seals after each sip and features a 
twist on/off bar to prevent leaks when not in use.

Plug-N-Play™ connect system lets you easily disconnect the drink tube 
(an auto shut off valve prevents leaking) and remove the reservoir from 
your pack for convenient refilling.

Fully reversible for easy cleaning and drying, top-shelf dishwasher safe.

Tube Management  Hook & Loop harness mount included for Kriega 
Quadloc and Quadloc-Lite harnesses.

PACK ACCESSORIES
HYDRATION RESERVOIRS

HANDS-FREE KIT
Designed for racing conditions when it’s safer to keep 
both hands on the handle bars and concentrate on 
riding. This kit positions the soft bite valve of the 
hydration tube permanently near the riders mouth, 
giving fast & safe ‘Hands-free’ hydration.

• White silicone tube with Kriega branding
• Soft bite valve
• Easy-fit – Velcro® tab tube management
• Quick-release dry-break connector

HYPAKSS2HYPAKEHD3

KAHFV

3L HEAVY DUTY RESERVOIR 
Made of ultra-durable, abrasion resistant TPU with RF-welded seams 
for superior strength and elasticity. Fully reversible for deep cleaning 
and drying. Compatible with all Kriega Backpacks.

Hydrafusion Tube Flexible drink tube insulates in hot weather and 
offers protection in tough conditions. 

Comet™ Bite Valve & Dust Cover Lightweight valve self seals after 
each sip and can be opened and locked with one hand to prevent 
leaks when not in use. Included dust cover protects the silicone bite 
valve from collecting dirt.

Plug-N-Play Connect System Easily disconnect the drink tube  
(an auto shut off valve prevents leaking) and remove the reservoir from 
your pack for convenient refilling.

Tube Management  Hook & Loop harness mount included for Kriega 
Quadloc and Quadloc-Lite harnesses.
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PACK ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL EDITIONS

CHRIS BIRCH POCKET
Developed in conjunction with legendary KTM Adventure 
Bike Rider and Kriega Ambassador, Chris Birch. 
This extremely handy pocket provides easy access storage 
at your finger tips. Fit to a KTM 790 / 890 Adventure screen 
mount (pre 2022 models only) or most bike handle bars. 

Alternatively mount on the left side of backpack harness, 
waist pack or messenger bag strap with the ‘hook & loop’ 
quick release closure. Ideal for carrying sun glasses, a wallet 
or a smart phone including the larger models.
              

Fits all Kriega rider packs (excluding R35)

180H x 95W x 35Dmm
7H x 3.7W x 1.3D inch

WEIGHT
110g / 3.8oz             

KKCBHP 

KOSTORO-CB

OS-TOOL ROLL CHRIS BIRCH EDITION
The ‘Big Brother’ to the standard Kriega Tool-Roll, with enough width to accommodate 
Motion-Pro type tyre leavers and an alternative to elastic loops storage with heavy-duty 
zipped pockets and socket rail design. This Chris Birch Edition features an orange inner 
sleeve and ‘Say No to Slow’ branding.

• 1000D CORDUA® construction

• 2 x 1L pockets with YKK zips

• 6061-T6 alloy socket rail with 8 x 3/8" clips

• YKK® zipped Hypalon mesh pocket

• Inner sleeve pocket for smaller items

• Hook closure with adjustable cam

• Optional 1/4" and 1/2" socket rails
   (sold separately)

DIMENSIONS
Unfolded
460 x 270mm 
18 x 10.6 inch

WEIGHT
405g / 14.2oz
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STREET BIKE
LUGGAGE
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US-DRYPACKS

Universal-fit  US-DRYPACKS mount to any type of motorcycle with the 
inclusive hook-straps and subframe loops. 

Mount a single pack as a tail pack / tank bag or hook two or three 
US-DRYPACKS together for multi-day motorcycle tours. 

WATERPROOF MODULAR  
LUGGAGE SYSTEM
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 DRYPACKS

US-5

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

VOLUME
5L capacity

DIMENSIONS
290H x 180W x 100D mm
11.4H x 7W x 3.9D inch

WEIGHT
300g / 0.66 lbs.

US-5 DRYPACK - KUSC5

STORAGE

• Waterproof roll-top main compartment

• Zipped side entry top pocket, ideal for 
quick access smaller items

• Rear mesh pocket

MOUNTING

• 2 hook straps and 4 subframe loops 
included

• Use individually or hook-on to larger 
US-Drypacks for added capacity

• Use as a tank bag, with the addition of 
a Kriega TANK Converter (p74)

• Hook-on to most Kriega Backpacks 
for additional waterproof storage

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D CORDURA® Lite construction

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

• Aircraft grade alloy hooks

• Hypalon reinforced strap mounts

• YKK® water resistant zips 
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DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

DRYPACKS

US-10

VOLUME
10L capacity

DIMENSIONS
330H x 240W x 120D mm
13H x 9.4W x 4.7D inch

WEIGHT
500g / 1.1 lbs.

STORAGE

• Waterproof roll-top main compartment

• Zipped side entry top pocket, ideal for 
quick access smaller items

• Rear mesh pocket

MOUNTING

• 4 hook straps and 4 subframe loops 
included

• Use individually or hook-on to larger 
US-Drypacks for added capacity

• Use as a tank bag, with the addition of 
a Kriega TANK Converter (p74)

• Hook-on to most Kriega Backpacks 
for additional waterproof storage

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D CORDURA® Lite construction

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

• Aircraft grade alloy hooks

• Hypalon reinforced strap mounts

• YKK® water resistant zips 

US-10 DRYPACK - KUSC10 
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DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

VOLUME
20L capacity

DIMENSIONS
400H x 260W x 190D mm
15.7H x 10.2W x 7.5D inch

WEIGHT
850g / 1.87 lbs.

STORAGE

• Waterproof roll-top main compartment

• Zipped side entry top pocket, ideal for 
quick access smaller items

• Rear mesh pocket with YKK® zip

MOUNTING

• 4 hook straps and 4 subframe loops 
included

• Use individually or hook-on smaller 
US-Drypacks to build a modular  
luggage system up to 40L

• Optional shoulder strap / waist strap  
to carry as a shoulder bag on or off 
the bike

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D CORDURA® Lite construction

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

• Aircraft grade alloy hooks

• Hypalon reinforced strap mounts

• YKK® water resistant zips 

US-20 DRYPACK - KUSC20

 DRYPACKS

US-20
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DRYPACKS

US-30

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

VOLUME
30L capacity

DIMENSIONS
445H x 295W x 225D mm
17.5H x 11.6W x 8.8D inch

WEIGHT
1200g / 2.64 lbs.

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D CORDURA® Lite construction

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

• Aircraft grade alloy hooks

• Hypalon reinforced strap mounts

• YKK® water resistant zips 

STORAGE

• Waterproof roll-top main compartment

• Zipped side entry top pocket, ideal for 
quick access smaller items

• Rear mesh pocket with YKK® zip

MOUNTING

• 4 hook straps and 4 subframe loops 
included

• Use individually or hook-on smaller 
US-Drypacks to build a modular  
luggage system up to 70L

• Optional shoulder strap / waist strap  
to carry as a shoulder bag on or off 
the bike

US-30 DRYPACK - KUSC30
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DRYPACKS

US-40

EXPANDABLE
MAIN BODY

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D CORDURA® Lite construction

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

• Aircraft grade black alloy hooks

• Hypalon reinforcement top and base

• Adjustable shoulder strap included

STORAGE

• Waterproof double entry roll-top main 
compartment

• Flexible storage capacity from  
28L to 40L

• Separate tent pole / cable lock  
compartment

MOUNTING

• 4 long hook straps and 4 subframe 
loops included

• Use the long straps to mount directly 
to a rear rack

• Use the subframe loops to mount 
across a pillion seat

• Hook-on additional US-5 or US-10 
Drypacks

US-40 DRYPACK - KUSC40

VOLUME
40L maximum capacity

DIMENSIONS
205H x 650W x 300D mm
8H x 25.5W x 11.8D inch

WEIGHT
1300g / 2.86 lbs.
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DRYPACKS 
TANK CONVERTER

CONVERT A US-DRYPACK 
TO A TANK BAG

• Universal fit to most makes and 
types of bike including bikes with 
metal and plastic tanks

• Easy to fit with frame loops at the 
front and heavy-duty Velcro® pads 
under the seat at the rear 

• A scratch-resistant base fabric that 
holds the pack firmly in position 
and quick release buckles give 
easy access to fuel filler 

• 1000D CORDURA® contruction

• Compatible with US-5, US-10, 
US-20 DRYPACKS / OS-BOTTLE / 
OS-6, OS-12 ADVENTURE PACKS

DIMENSIONS
205H x 650W x 300D mm
8H x 25.5W x 11.8D inch

WEIGHT
250g / 0.55 lbs.

TANK - KUSTK
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US-DRYPACKS are supplied with Hook-Straps and Subframe-loops for fitting, 
which work perfectly for the majority of motorcycles. For a number of models 
with no visible subframe or good attachment points there are 11 bike specific 
FITTING-KITS available.

DRYPACKS

FIT KITS

APRILIA TUONO FACTORY 
KATFFK    

BMW R1250GS/F750/850 
KABGFK   

DUCATI PANIGALE 899/1199 
KAPGL  

DUCATI PANIGALE 959/1299 
KAPFK  

DUCATI XDIAVEL 
KAXFK   

DUCATI PANIGALE V4
KAPV4FK  

DUCATI SCRAMBLER 800 
Full Throttle / Café Racer
KADSFK  

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 
KASTFK   

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 
KASPFK    

TRIUMPH TRIDENT 660
KATTFK    

YAMAHA TENERE 700
KAYTFK     
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FITTING OPTIONS

A B
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100% WATERPROOF 
EASY-FIT 

TAIL PACKS

Universal-fit ROLLPACKS simply mount to any type of motorcycle  
using the integral loop-back straps A or by hooking-on to the included subframe loops B 

Easy to roll up and pack in luggage for use when needed.  
Ideal for carrying a jacket on a hot day or mid layers on a cold one.

ROLLPACKS
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VOLUME
20L maximum capacity

DIMENSIONS
180H x 480W x 240D mm
7H x 18.8W x 9.4D inch

WEIGHT
643g / 1.4 lbs.

BIKE PACKS

ROLLPACK20

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D CORDURA® Lite construction  
(500D Multicam Black / Coyote)

• Reinforced integrated strap mounts

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

• Aircraft grade black alloy hooks

• Hook & Loop strap retainers

STORAGE

• 100% Waterproof double entry roll-top 
closure

• Flexible storage capacity up to 20L

• Compression straps adjust pack  
volume when under 20L

• Roll-up to carry / store when not using

MOUNTING

• 4 integrated cam-buckle hook straps 
plus 4 subframe loops included

• Loop the straps around the bike frame 
or rear rack and ‘hook-back’ to the 
pack

• Use the subframe loops to mount 
across a pillion seat for motorcycles 
with no visible frame or rack

COYOTE - KRP20-C           

ORANGE - KRP20-O           

LIME - KRP20-L           

MULTICAM BLACK - KRP20-MCB     

BLACK - KRP20-B           

EXPANDABLE
MAIN BODY

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY
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BIKE PACKS

ROLLPACK40

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D CORDURA® Lite construction 
(500D Multicam Black / Coyote)

• Reinforced integrated strap mounts

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

• Aircraft grade black alloy hooks

• Hook & Loop strap retainers

STORAGE

• 100% Waterproof double entry roll-top 
closure

• Flexible storage capacity up to 40L

• Compression straps adjust pack  
volume when under 40L

• Roll-up to carry / store when not using

MOUNTING

• 4 integrated cam-buckle hook straps 
plus 4 subframe loops included

• Loop the straps around the bike frame 
or rear rack and ‘hook-back’ to the 
pack

• Use the subframe loops to mount 
across a pillion seat for motorcycles 
with no visible frame or rack

VOLUME
40L maximum capacity

DIMENSIONS
225H x 600W x 300D mm
8.8H x 23.6W x 11.8D inch

WEIGHT
858g / 1.9 lbs.

COYOTE - KRP40-C           

LIME - KRP40-L           

ORANGE - KRP40-O           

MULTICAM BLACK - KRP40-MCB     

BLACK - KRP40-B           

 

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

EXPANDABLE
MAIN BODY
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DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

CONSTRUCTION

• 1000D CORDURA® construction 

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon on sides,  
base and flap

• Heavy-duty cam buckle fasteners

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

• Aircraft grade black alloy hooks

• Webbing carry handle

STORAGE

• 100% Waterproof roll-top main body

• Roll-top closure for total weather 
protection

MOUNTING

• Mounting straps for single or double 
bag set-up included 

• For single bag: mount frame straps 
around the bike sub-frame and attach 
over-the-seat straps

• Adjustable shoulder strap included for 
carrying off the bike

*NOTE: Saddlebags require saddlebag 
supports fitting to the bike. Not included.

DUO 28 - KSBD28

SOLO 14 - KSBS14

VOLUME per pack
14L maximum capacity

DIMENSIONS
310H x 310W x 150D mm
12.2H x 12.2W x 5.9D inch

WEIGHT
1500g / 3.3 lbs.

BIKE PACKS

SADDLEBAGS
UNIVERSAL-FIT* TO MODERN RETRO STYLE  
BIKES, COMBINING CLASSIC DESIGN WITH 
THE LATEST PERFORMANCE MATERIALS
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ADVENTURE BIKE
LUGGAGE
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HUSQVARNA 701 RALLY / 2 x OS-PLATFORM TUBE FIT  / 2 x OS-32 SOFT PANNIERS86



A virtually indestructible OS-PLATFORM bolts-on to an OEM or aftermarket side 
pannier rack to provide a mounting platform for a choice of OS-SOFT PANNIERS. 

An alternative to the traditional hard luggage, with the added benefits of 
durability and safety when riding in demanding environments. 

OVERLANDER-S
ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

PANNIER SYSTEM
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HONDA AFRICA TWIN 1100L / 2 x OS-PLATFORMS / 2 x OS-32 SOFT PANNIERS / 2 x OS-6 ADV PACKS on crash bars / US-40 RACKPACK / OS-BOTTLE
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ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

OS-PLATFORMS

PLATFORM DIMENSIONS
390W x 300H x 10D mm
15.3W x 11.8H x 0.3D

TOTAL WEIGHT 
1600g  / 3.52 lbs. including fittings

Sold in pairs

KOSPL-4

OS-PLATFORMS
Moulded from Dupont Zytel®, a virtually indestructible nylon, 
with high mechanical strength, stiffness and toughness. 

Includes fitting kit to mount on 16mm - 19mm (3/4") tube pannier racks
with ‘standard flat hoop shape’ including:

HEPCO & BECKER Sidecarriers
GIVI Monokey Cam-Side pannier holders
TOURATECH pannier racks
OUTBACK MOTORTEK STANDARD pannier racks
KTM case carriers
YAMAHA side case stay systems
BMW case carriers
HONDA pannier stays

PLUS non-tubular racks including:
SW-MOTECH EVO and PRO pannier racks

OS-PLATFORM 
ADAPTOR BMW GSA 
Stainless steel bracket to mount an OS-PLATFORM 
on the exhaust side of OEM BMW GS ADVENTURE 
case carrier 

KOSPA-A

OS-PLATFORM 
ADAPTOR YAMAHA T700 
Stainless steel bracket to mount an OS-PLATFORM on the
exhaust side of OEM YAMAHA Tenere 700 side case stay 

KOSPA-B

UPDATED DESIGN
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OS-PLATFORMS  
HARLEY-DAVIDSON PAN AMERICA
Specially designed for the Harley-Davidson Pan America 1250 Side Case 
Mounting System. (HD Part No 90202087) Quick and easy to mount with 
four fasteners per side. Once fitted, mount an OS-SOFT PANNIERS of your choice. 
CNC machined from virtually indestructible Nylon 6  
Sold as a pair

PLATFORM DIMENSIONS
390W x 300Hx 10(D mm
15.3W x 11.8H x 0.3D inch

TOTAL WEIGHT
1980g  / 4.3 lbs.

KOSPHD
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ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

OS-PLATFORMS

Engineered into the design of OS-PLATFORMS are optional 
attachment points, that allow riders to mount single or 
double fuel and water containers (p109) or a combination of 
OS-6 or OS-12 ADVENTURE PACKS (p103) and containers.  
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BMW R1250 GSA / OS-PLATFORMS + OS-PLATFORM ADAPTOR GSA  / OS-32 SOFT PANNIER / OS-22 SOFT PANNIER
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ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

OS-PANNIERS

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY

STORAGE

• 100% Waterproof roll-top main body 
No rain cover required

• Roll-top closure for total weather 
protection

• 16 hook-on points for additional packs

MOUNTING

• Mounting and dismounting on an 
OS-PLATFORM takes less than a 
minute with two quick release straps 
and buckles 

• The same straps compress the pack 
firmly in position. No extra tie-down 
straps are required 

CONSTRUCTION

• 1000D CORDURA® 

• Super tough Hypalon construction

• Heavy-duty cam buckle fasteners

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

• Aircraft grade black alloy hooks

• Reinforced carry handle

• Hi-viz details

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• OS-SHOULDER STRAP to carry off 
   the bike (p104)

• OS-STRAPS to mount using traditional  
  ‘over the seat’ saddlebag format (p104)

• Security cable (p105) 

OS-38 
SOFT PANNIER
VOLUME 
38L  (2313 cu in) 
 
DIMENSIONS
400W x 420H x 230D mm
15.7W x 16.5H x 9D inch

WEIGHT
2700g  / 5.9 lbs.

KOS38

OS-32  
SOFT PANNIER
VOLUME 
32L  (1942 cu in) 
 
DIMENSIONS
400W x 420H x 190D mm
15.7W x 16.5H x 7.5D inch

WEIGHT
2600g  / 5.73 lbs.

KOS32

OS-22 
SOFT PANNIER
VOLUME 
22L  (1340 cu in) 
 
DIMENSIONS
400W x 420H x 150D mm
15.7W x 16.5H x 5.9D inch

WEIGHT
2600g  / 5.73 lbs.

KOS22

There are 3 size options available. 44L up to 76L total capacity.
For off centre pannier racks select a size combo to even out the setup. 
ie: OS-38 non exhaust side OS-22 the other. 
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KTM EXC 250 / OS-BASE DIRTBIKE + 2 x OS-12 ADV PACKS94



OVERLANDER-S
ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

RACKLESS SYSTEM
The OS-BASE is an over the seat harness for mounting OS-ADVENTURE PACKS 
as saddlebags. This system provides a super-tough, lightweight, easy-fit solution 

from 6L up to 54L capacity, without the need for pannier racks.
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DUCATI DESERT-X  / OS-BASE DESERT-X + 2 x OS-18 ADV PACKS
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ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

OS-BASE
•  There are 10 Model Specific designs and one Universal-fit OS-BASE available. 

•  The custom shape and specific fitting hardware provide an extremely secure fit. 

•  Set-length straps make mounting quick and easy with no loose strap ends. 

•  Mounting takes less than a minute and just seconds to dismount.

•  The included Subframe-Loops or Rack-loops combined with the integrated 
    OS-BASE top loops give the flexibility to mount a single, 2 or 3 pack set-up.

•  Add a pair of OS-ADVENTURE PACKS for a 12L, 24L or 36L saddlebag set-up.

OS-BASE ONLY

OS-COMBO-12

OS-COMBO-24

OS-COMBO-36
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KTM 690 ENDURO R / OS-BASE DIRTBIKE + 2 x OS-12 ADV PACKS
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KTM 1050-1290 ADVENTURE 
KOSBA-A

KTM 790 / 890 ADVENTURE 
KOSBA-B

ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

OS-BASE

HONDA CRF 1100L
EXCLUDING ADVENTURE SPORTS MODEL

KOSBA-E

HUSQVARNA NORDEN 901 
KOSBA-H

YAMAHA TENERE 700
INCLUDING WORLD RAID MODEL 

KOSBA-D

HONDA CRF 300 
KOSBA-F
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HUSQVARNA NORDEN 901 / OS-BASE NORDEN 901 + 2 x OS-12 ADV PACKS
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APRILIA TUAREG 660 
KOSBA-K

KTM 690 / HUSQVARNA 701  
/ GASGAS 700
KOSBA-C

DIRTBIKE
COMPATIBLE WITH THE LATEST 
LIGHTWEIGHT ENDURO BIKES

KOSBA-G

DUCATI DESERT-X 

KOSBA-I

UNIVERSAL-FIT 
KOSBA

The original OS-BASE with adjustable strap lengths for 
a universal-fit. Perfect if you own more than one bike. 
Ideally suited to older models of Dual-Sport / ADV 
bikes, which are not covered by the bike specific range

ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

OS-BASE

UNIVERSAL-FIT OS-BASE

NEW 
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YAMAHA TENERE 700 / OS-BASE T700 + 2 x OS-12 ADV PACKS / 2 x OS-6 ADV PACKS ON CRASH BARS / US-20 DRYPACK TAIL BAG
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COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES 

• SUB-FRAME LOOPS (p107) 

• OS-SHOULDER STRAP to carry off 
   the bike (p104)

CONSTRUCTION

• 1000D CORDURA® 

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon

• Removable internal white liner  
(taped-seam)

• Aircraft grade alloy hooks

• Shoulder strap mounts

• Hi-Vis details

STORAGE

• 100% Waterproof main compartment

• Roll-top closure

MOUNTING

• Mount a pair of packs to an OS-BASE

• 4 hook straps + integrated loops 
mount directly to rear racks, pannier 
racks and some crash bars

• Use individually or hook-on to a smaller 
OS-PACK

• Hook-on to the top or side of an  
OS-SOFT PANNIER

OS-18 
ADVENTURE PACK

VOLUME 
18L (1100 cu in) 
 
DIMENSIONS
380W x 250H x 190D mm
14.9W x 9.8H x 7.5D inch

WEIGHT
1000g  / 2.2 lbs.

KOS18

OS-12 
ADVENTURE PACK

VOLUME 
12L  (732 cu in) 
 
DIMENSIONS
360W x 200H x 160D mm
14.2W x 7.9H x 6.3D inch

WEIGHT
850g  / 1.8 lbs.

KOS12

OS-6 
ADVENTURE PACK

VOLUME 
6L  (366 cu in) 
 
DIMENSIONS
320W x 200H x 90D mm
12.5W x 7.9H x 3.5D inch

WEIGHT
550g  / 1.2 lbs.

KOS6

ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

OS-ADVENTURE PACKS

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY
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OS-STRAPS
Mount a pair of OS-PANNIERS as traditional over the 
seat saddlebags

• Length adjustable
• Aircraft grade alloy buckles

KOSS

OS-SHOULDER STRAP
Convert your OS-ADVENTURE PACK or SOFT PANNIER into a shoulder 
bag for easy carrying off the bike

• Length adjustable
• Ultra-tough HYPALON shoulder pad
• Aircraft grade alloy buckles

KAOSS

OS-MINI CAM STRAPS
Attach a roll mat, tent, tripod etc. to a 
US-40 RACKPACK or an OS- SOFT PANNIER

• 46cm / 18inch max length 25mm webbing.
• Acetal cam buckles.
• Ultra-aggressive spikes on cam
• Aircraft grade alloy hooks

KAOSMC

OS-CAM STRAPS
Hook onto OS-RACK LOOPS or OS-SOFT PANNIERS 
for attaching roll-top bags, tents, or a spare jacket The 
‘Hook-back’ feature also allows you to mount one end 
around a bike frame or grab rail.

• 2 x 1.3m (50inch) long, high quality 25mm webbing.
• Moulded Acetal buckle
• Ultra-aggressive spikes on cam grip even when wet
• Aircraft grade alloy hooks

sold as a pair

KAOSCS
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ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

OS-ACCESSORIES

STEELCORE 
SECURITY STRAP 4.5ft
Lockable straps with SEW (steel encased webbing) harder to cut 
through than steel cable alone. Secures the OS-SOFT PANNIERS 
to the bike to help prevent theft or access to the bags 

BLACK  - KSCSS-BK

ORANGE - KSCSS-OR

OS-BOTTLE
A versatile, heavy-duty bottle holder  

• Carry 2 x 1L Water / Fuel Bottles 
• Hook-on to an OS-PANNIER, OS-BASE or US-40
• Mount on an OS-PLATFORM 
• Mount on a tank with the Kriega TANK CONVERTER
• Ultra-tough HYPALON construction 
• Max bottle size 80mm dia x 280mm long (3 x 11 inch)

KOSBOT 
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OS-HEEL PLATES
Provides a strong and lightweight mounting location for OS-BASE 
lower straps on a KTM 690 / HUSQVARNA 701 / GASGAS 700

Ultra durable CNC machined Nylon-6 
High impact resistance
Uses standard fitting hardware

KOSHP

OS-FOOTREST ELIMINATORS
Gives the option to remove the rear pillion footrests and still have a front 
mounting location for an OS-BASE on the following bikes:

YAMAHA T700 Standard or Rally Seat 
KTM 790/890 
HUSQVARNA NORDEN 901 

T700 STANDARD SEAT - KOSFEYS

T700 RALLY SEAT - KOSFEYR

KTM 790/890 & NORDEN 901 - KOSFEKH 

OS-DIRTBIKE RINGS
Provides a secure mounting location for front luggage straps where there 
are no obvious attachment points 

• 25mm Velcro® ONE-WRAP® reusable ties
• Lightweight 6061-T6 alloy rings
• Universal-fit for other soft luggage systems
  

KOSDBR
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OS-RACK LOOPS
The ultra-lightweight alternative to a rear luggage rack. 
Aircraft grade alloy and laser-cut Hypalon construction. Unique 
low-profile fasteners fit any style bodywork, even rear fuel tank bikes.

• Hook-on US-DRYPACKS / OS-ADVENTURE PACKS or ROLLPACKS 
• Perfect for mounting roll-top bags and tents  
• Ultra secure whatever the terrain
• Lightweight T6 alloy - only 25g (0.8oz) per loop
• Easy fit, just drill 4 x 6mm holes

KOSRL

SUBFRAME LOOPS
Provides a strong hook-on location to mount OS-ADVENTURE PACKS 
/ US-DRYPACKS /ROLLPACKS to most types of bike.
Simply thread around the bike subframe and back through the buckle. 
4 x 500mm (20 inch) lengths of webbing with loop and buckle at one end. 

KASLB4

ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

OS-ACCESSORIES

OS-RACK LOOPS-KTM
KTM OEM rear rack* version of standard OS-RACK LOOPS to allow 
easy hook-on of US-DRYPACKS or OS-ADVENTURE PACKS or 
ROLLPACKS  (*1090, 1190 & 1290 Top Case Carrier)

KOSRLK

CAM STRAPS
2 x Heavy-duty nylon Cam straps idea for attaching roll-top bags, tents etc.
Moulded Acetal buckles with ultra-agressive grip-spikes on cam for non-slip 
web, even with heavy loads and wet straps.

1.5M  (5ft) long, high quality 25mm webbing

KACS150
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OS-PLATFORM + OS-12 ADVENTURE PACK + 2 x 4.5L FUEL CONTAINERS MOUNTED ON STANDARD MOUNT + MOUNT EXTENSION
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ADVENTURE BIKE LUGGAGE

OS-ACCESSORIES
FUEL CONTAINERS
OVERLAND FUEL 
4.5-litre /1.19 US gallon petrol / fuel containers
1145g / 40oz

OLIVE GREEN - OF-O-4.5L
BLACK - OF-B-4.5L

WATER CONTAINERS 
OVERLAND FUEL 
4.5-litre /1.19 US gallon water containers
1145g / 40oz

BLUE  OFW-B-4.5L

SCREW CAPS 
OVERLAND FUEL 
CNC aluminium screw caps

BLACK    OFP-02176-B
RED        OFP-02176-R
SILVER   OFP-02176-N

MOUNT EXTENSION 
Add to a mount, to stack 2 x 4.5-litre fuel 
or water containers together. 
Secures each pack individually.

400g / 14oz
OFM-EXT

LOCKABLE MOUNT
Add extra security for your fuel container
with a tubular key barrel lock. Mounts to the 
pre-drilled OS-PLATFORMS with 4 x M6 bolts 
supplied with the kit. 

735g / 26oz
OFM-L-B

STANDARD MOUNT 
Mounts to the pre-drilled OS-PLATFORMS 
with 4 x M6 bolts supplied with the kit

695g / 25oz
OFM-DH-B
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MOTORCYCLE
ACCESSORIES
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MOTORCYCLE ACCESSORIES

ROAM HANDLEBAR BAG

CONSTRUCTION

• Roland Sands Design waxed cotton +  
1000D CORDURA® construction

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon  
re-enforcement

• Hypalon MOLLE panel with  
4 x VECRO ONE-WRAP® straps

STORAGE

• Waterproof roll-top main body

• YKK® zip pocket with elastic inner 
dividers + quick release key clip

•  Removable smart phone pocket 
  landscape or portrait mount

MOUNTING

• Ideally suited for cruiser bikes with  
drag bars or T-bars with high riser

• The Velcro® Molle mounting system 
also enables a variety of mounting 
options, in front or behind handlebars 
or use on sissy bars

VOLUME
3L capacity

DIMENSIONS
240W x 200H x 65D mm
10W x 8H x 2.5D inch

SMART PHONE POCKET
180W x 110H mm 
7W x 4.5H inch

WEIGHT
485g / 1.06 lbs.

BLACK - RSDRKTR-BB
RANGER - RSDRKTR-BR

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY
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MOTORCYCLE ACCESSORIES

KS40 TRAVEL BAG

CONSTRUCTION

• 420D polyester main body

• Abrasion resistant Hypalon  
re-enforcement

• YKK® oversize zips

• Semi ridged carry handle

STORAGE

• Expandable storage capacity can be 
increased in two stages from 30 
up to 40L, ideal for 31, 38 and 45L 
pannier boxes

• Main zip access compartment with 
2 internal compression straps

• 1 x large inner flap zipped pocket

• 2 x smaller coated mesh pockets

• 2 x external compression straps

USAGE

• Designed to fit inside most makes of 
motorcycle aluminium pannier box

• 30L dimensions comply with airline 
carry-on size regulations

• Padded shoulder strap included

KS40

VOLUME
30 - 40L (1830 - 2440cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
30L:  370H x 420W x 180D mm  /  14.6H x 16.5W x 7.1D inch 
35L:  370H x 420W x 220D mm  /  14.6H x 16.5W x 8.7D inch
40L:  370H x 420Wx 260D mm  / 14.6H x 16.5W x 10.2D inch

WEIGHT
1100g / 2.4 lbs.

EXPANDABLE
MAIN BODY
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FORK SEAL COVERS
Increase service life for your USD forks with more effective 
protection from mud & dirt.
Made from NEOSKIN (coated neoprene).
Easy fit/clean, no fork disassembly required.

WEIGHT
30g / 1 oz

KWEFK

HAUL LOOPS
Front and rear Haul Loops are essential equipment for 
extreme enduro events. The unique design is a self 
supporting / semi-rigid solution, which is always easy
to find and use.

• Ultra-tough construction
• Hypalon abrasion resistant re-enforcement
• 1000D CORDURA® underside
• Alloy buckles

WEIGHT
F - 50g / 1.7oz
R - 70g / 2.4oz

REAR - KWEHLR

FRONT - KWEHL
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RALLY PACK
Bolt-on 100% waterproof rear fender pack 
for Rally / Adventure riding.

• Hook and loop closure strap
• 4 x CNC 6061-T6 alloy fasteners
• 4 x Stainless steel fasteners
• 1000D CORDURA® construction
• Removable white liner

DIMENSIONS
200H x 175W x 70D mm
7.9H x 6.9W x 2.7D inch

WEIGHT
300g / 0.66 lbs.

KRR25 

MOTORCYCLE ACCESSORIES

OFF-ROAD

DRYPACK
MAIN BODY
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THE SEEKER 3 Unleashed and Unbound featuring. POL TARRÉS www.youtube.com/@poltarres13
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T-SHIRTS

BIKE STICKERS

100% ringspun cotton
White screen printed Kriega branding on front 
 

Chest Size
S  =  36”/38”
M  =  38”/40”
L  =  40”/42”
XL  = 42”/44”
XXL  = 44”/46”
Garment sizes are 
approximate 

small -      KMTS-S
medium - KMTS-M
large -      KMTS-L
x large -   KMTS-XL
xx large - KMTS-XXL

2 x heavy-duty stickers, print on transparent vinyl with UV-gloss laminate.

36 x 146mm / 1.4 x 5.7 inch

BLACK - KAKSB

WHITE - KAKS

NECK TUBE
The Original BUFF® Tubular with Kriega ‘K 
Logo’ Design Multifunctional can be worn 
as a neckerchief, head scarf, balaclava or 
mask.

• Ultra-stretch
• Thermal insulation
• 100% seamless 
• UPF50 sun protection
• Breathable & quick drying
• Polyester microfibre
• Made from recycled bottles

MADE IN SPAIN

KMBU-B

KEY RING
Woven Key ring
Kriega logo both sides

KMKEY

MOTORCYCLE ACCESSORIES

APPAREL
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REPLACEMENT SHOULDER STRAPS
SADDLEBAG  KASSSBD  

US-20 DRYPACK  KASSUS20 

US-30 DRYPACK  KASSUS30 

KS40 TRAVEL BAG  KASSKS40 

REPLACEMENT WAIST STRAPS
SLING MESSENGER  KAWSS  

URBAN MESSENGER  KAWSU  

R20, R15, HYDRO-3  KAWSBP   

US-20 / US-30  KAWSUS  

REPLACEMENT LINERS 
RALLY PACK    KAWLRP     

R3 WAIST PACK  KAWLR3  

R8 WAIST PACK  KAWLR8  

R-16 BACKPACK  KAWLR16  

TRAIL 18 BACKPACK SMALL KAWLT18-S 

TRAIL18 BACKPACK LARGE KAWLT18-L 

R-22 BACKPACK  KAWLR22  

MAX28 BACKPACK  KAWLM28 

R-30 BACKPACK  KAWLR30   

ROAM34 BACKPACK  KAWLRSDR34 

SLING PRO MESSENGER KAWLSP7  

SLING MESSENGER  KAWLS8  

URBAN MESSENGER KAWLU16  

TRAIL9 BACKPACK  KAWLT9  

OS-6 ADV PACK  KAWLOS6  

OS-12 ADV PACK  KAWLOS12 

OS-18 ADV PACK  KAWLOS18  

OS-22 SOFT PANNIER KAWLOS22 

OS-32 SOFT PANNIER KAWLOS32 

OS-38 SOFT PANNIER KAWLOS38 

ROLLPACK 20  KAWLRP20 

ROLLPACK 40  KAWLRP40 

US-5 DRYPACK  KAWLUSC5 

US-10 DRYPACK  KAWLUSC10 

US-20 DRYPACK  KAWLUSC20 

US-30 DRYPACK  KAWLUSC30 

US-40 DRYPACK  KAWLUSC40 

ROAM HANDLEBAR BAG KAWLRSDHB 

REPLACEMENT US-DRYPACK STRAPS
TANK VELCRO  KATV  

US HOOK STRAP SET KAMBS 

US-5 HOOK STRAP SET KAMUS5   

US HOOK STRAP SINGLE KAMBS1S   

US-40 LONG STRAP  KAMBSL1S

REPLACEMENT HYDRATION  
QUADLOC VELCRO  KAHVH 

QUADLOC-LITE VELCRO KAHVV 

HYDRAPAK BITE VALVE KHYBV  

MOTORCYCLE ACCESSORIES

SPARES
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KRIEGA Head O�ce. Unit 5, Deeside Point, 
Tenth Avenue, Zone 3, Deeside Industrial Park,

Deeside CH5 2UA. UNITED KINGDOM

info@kriega.com

KRIEGA.COM


